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These chairs are for adventurers! 

With GAGO & SACADURA, DAM brings us a new story and links us to our past, 
projeting values to the future. 

GAGO & SACADURA chairs honour the first aerial crossing of the South Atlantic 
realized in 1922 by the pilot Sacadura Cabral and the navigator Gago Coutinho. 
Even at the beginning of the last century, there were geographical areas of the 
planet that lived disconnected from each other and these Portuguese adventurers 
created connections that enriched the world. 

Inspired by the shape of the aviator’s helmet and with arms elegantly curved like 
the wings of a floatplane, the chairs’ upholstery rests on a platform of turned wooden 
beams. The base of the GAGO chair that resembles the floats of a floatplane, rein-
forces the impression to users to take off in an exciting adventure. On the back of 
the chairs is the inscription “1922, 8383 km”, recording this historic milestone of 
the aeronautics that linked Lisbon to Rio de Janeiro. 

GAGO & SACADURA travel through spaces of familiar conviviality or metropolitan 
agitation, making each place memorable. Let’s educate and perpetuate our History 
with exciting products! Telling stories is what connects us to our humanity!



GAGO / chair

Designers: Hugo Silva and Joana Santos.
Materials: Solid ash, oak or walnut and fabric by Gabriel.dk (‘Step’ or ‘Luna 2’ and 
‘Obika Leather +’).
Finishing: Wood finished with colourless matt varnish.
Size: W60 x D70 x H71 cm / W23.6 x D27.6 x H28 in.

Description (summary): The GAGO chair honours the first aerial crossing of the South 
Atlantic realized by Sacadura Cabral and Gago Coutinho in 1922. Inspired by the aviator’s 
helmet and with arms elegantly curved like the wings of a floatplane, the GAGO’s uphols-
tery rests on a platform of turned wood. The base of the chair that resembles the floats of 
a floatplane, reinforces the impression to users to take off in an adventure. On its back 
is the inscription “1922, 8383 km”, recording this historic milestone of the aeronautics.



SACADURA / chair

Designers: Hugo Silva and Joana Santos.
Materials: Solid ash, oak or walnut and fabric by Gabriel.dk (‘Step’ or ‘Luna 2’ and 
‘Obika Leather +’).
Finishing: Wood finished with colourless matt varnish.
Size: W60 x D57 x H79 cm / W23.6 x D22.4 x H31.1 in.

Description (summary): The SACADURA chair honours the first aerial crossing of the 
South Atlantic realized by Sacadura Cabral and Gago Coutinho in 1922. Inspired by 
the aviator’s helmet and with arms elegantly curved like the wings of a floatplane, the 
SACADURA’s upholstery rests on a platform of turned wooden beams, giving users the 
impression of taking off on an adventure. On its back is the inscription “1922, 8383 
km”, recording this historic milestone of the aeronautics.
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Get more
Visit the ‘downloads’ section of 
our website to have access to high 
resolution images, press releases, 
price lists and full technical 
specifications.

Join us
Come and join us on Facebook, 
Twitter , Instagram or Pinterest. 
Simply search by damfurniture or 
damfurniturept and you 
will find us.
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